Motivation: Word-based or 'alignment-free' methods for phylogeny reconstruction are much faster than traditional approaches, but they are generally less accurate. Most of these methods calculate pairwise distances for a set of input sequences, for example from word frequencies, from so-called spaced-word matches or from the average length of common substrings. Results: In this paper, we propose the first word-based approach to tree reconstruction that is based on multiple sequence comparison and Maximum Likelihood. Our algorithm first samples small, gap-free alignments involving four taxa each. For each of these alignments, it 1 arXiv:1803.09222v2 [q-bio.PE] 28 Apr 2018 then calculates a quartet tree and, finally, the program Quartet MaxCut is used to infer a super tree topology for the full set of input taxa from the calculated quartet trees. Experimental results show that trees calculated with our approach are of high quality. Availability: The source code of the program is available at https://github.com/tdencker/multi-SpaM
Introduction
To gain a better understanding of the evolution of genes or species, reconstructing accurate phylogenetic trees is essential. This can be done using standard methods which rely on sequence alignments, either of entire genomes or of sets of orthologous genes or proteins. Character-based methods such as Maximum Parsimony [14, 20] or Maximum Likelihood [15] infer trees based on evolutionary substitution events that may have happened since the species evolved from a common ancestor. These methods are generally considered to be accurate, as long as the underlying alignments are of high quality, and as long as suitable substitution models are used. However, for the task of multiple alignment no exact polynomial-time algorithm exists, and even heuristic approaches can be time consuming [46] . Moreover, the most popular heuristic for multiple alignment, the progressive alignment [19] , has been shown to be relatively unstable: multiple alignments calculated with progressive approaches and trees inferred from these alignments depend on the underlying guide trees and even on the order of the input sequences [9] . In addition to these difficulties, exact algorithms for character-based phylogeny approaches are themselves NP hard [11, 21] .
Distance methods, by contrast, infer phylogenies by estimating evolutionary distances for all pairs of input taxa [16] . Here, pairwise alignments are sufficient which can be faster calculated than multiple alignments, but still require runtime proportional to the product of the lengths of the aligned sequences. There is a loss in accuracy, however, compared to character-based approaches, as all of the information about evolutionary events is reduced to a single number for each pair of taxa, and not more than two sequences are considered simultaneously, as opposed to character-based approaches, where all sequences are examined simultaneously. The final trees are obtained by clustering based on distance matrices, most commonly with Neighbor Joining [45] . Since both pairwise and multiple sequence alignments are computationally expensive, they are ill-suited for the increasingly large datasets that are available today due to the next generation sequencing techniques.
In recent years, a number of alignment-free approaches to genome-based phylogeny reconstruction have been published which are very fast in comparison to alignment-based methods [49, 57, 5, 7, 40, 42] . Another advantage of these new methods is that they circumvent some well-known problems in genome alignment such as genome rearrangements and duplications. Moreover, alignment-free methods can be applied to incomplete sequence sets and even to collections of unassembled reads [44, 50, 56, 12] . A disadvantage of these methods is that they are, in general, considerably less accurate than slower, alignment-based methods.
Some 'alignment-free' approaches compare fixed-length words of the input sequences to each other, so -despite being called 'alignment-free' -they are using local pairwise 'mini-alignments'. Recently, methods have been proposed that estimate phylogenetic distances based on the relative frequency of mismatches in such local alignments. An example is co-phylog [56] which finds short gap-free alignments of a fixed length, consisting of matching nucleotide pairs only, except for the middle position where a mismatch is allowed. Phylogenetic distances are estimated from the fraction of such alignments for which the middle position is a mismatch. As a generalization of this approach, andi [26] uses pairs of maximal exact word matches that have the same distance to each other in both sequences; the frequency of mismatches in the segments between those matches is then used to estimate the number of substitutions per position between two input sequences.
co-phylog and andi require a minimum length of the flanking word matches in order to reduce the number of random background matches. Threfore, they tend not to perform well on distantly related sequences where long exact matches are less frequent. Moreover, the number of random segment matches grows quadratically with the length of the input sequences while the expected number of homologous matches grows only linearly. Thus, longer exact matches are necessary in these approaches to limit the number of background matches if longer sequences are compared. This, in turn, reduces the number of homologies that are found, and therefore the amount of information that can be used to calculate accurate distances. Other alignment-free approaches are based on the length of maximal common substrings between sequences. These approaches are also very efficient, since common substrings can be rapidly found using suffix trees or related data structures [55, 27] . As a generalization of this approach, some methods use longest common substrings with a certain number of mismatches [30, 54, 53, 33, 3] .
Recently, we proposed to use words with wildcard characters -so-called spaced words -for alignment-free sequence comparison [29, 28] . Here, a binary pattern of match and don't-care positions specifies the positions of the wildcard characters [38, 36, 23] . In Filtered Spaced-Word Matches (FSWM) [32] and Proteome-based Spaced-word Matches (Prot-SpaM) [31] , alignments of such spaced words are used, where sequence positions must match at the match positions while mismatches are allowed at the don't care positions. A score is calculated for every such spaced-word match in order to remove -or filter out -background spaced-word matches; the mismatch frequency of the remaining homologous spaced-word matches is then used to estimate the number of substitutions per position that happened since two sequences evolved from their last common ancestor. The filtering step allows us to use patterns with fewer match positions in comparison to above mentioned methods co-phylog and andi, since the vast majority of the background noise can be eliminated reliably by looking at the don't-care positions of the initially found spaced-word matches. As a result, the phylogenetic distances calculated by FSMW and Prot-SpaM are generally rather accurate, even for large and distantly related sequences.
In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to phylogeny reconstruction called Multiple Spaced-Word Matches (Multi-SpaM) that combines the speed of the so-called 'alignment-free' methods with the accuracy of the MaximumLikelihood approach. While other alignment-free methods are limited to pairwise sequence comparison, we generalize the above outlined spaced-word approach to multiple sequence comparison. For a binary pattern of match and don't care positions, Multi-SpaM identifies quartet blocks of four matching spaced words each, i.e. gap-free four-way alignments with matching nucleotides at the match positions of the underlying binary pattern and possible mismatches at the don't care positions, see Figure 2 for an example. For each such quartet block, an optimal Maximum-Likelihood tree topology is calculated with the software RAxML [51] . The Quartet MaxCut algorithm [48] is then used to combine the calculated quartet tree topologies into a super tree. We show that on both simulated and real data, Multi-SpaM produces phylogenetic trees of high quality and often outperforms other alignment-free methods.
Method

Spaced words and P -blocks
To describe our method, we first need some formal definitions. A spaced word of length exists in the context of a binary pattern P ∈ {0, 1} of the same length. This pattern marks every position as either a match position in case of a 1 or as a don't care position in case of a 0. The number of match positions is called the weight of the pattern. Given such a pattern P , a spaced word w is a word of length over the alphabet {A,C,G,T,*} such that w(i) = * if and only if P (i) = 0, i.e. if and only if i is a don't care position. The symbol ' * ' is interpreted as a 'wildcard' character. For a DNA Sequence S of length n and a position 0 ≤ i ≤ n − l + 1, we say that a spaced word w occurs in
for all match positions j. This follows the definition that we previously used [29, 34] .
A
pair ([S, i], [S , i ]) of occurrences of the same spaced word w is called a spaced-word match. For a substitution matrix assigning a score s(X, Y ) to every pair (X, Y ) of nucleotides, we define the score of a spaced word match ([S, i], [S , i ]) as
That is, if we align the two occurrences of w to each other, the score of the spaced-word match is the sum of the scores of the nucleotides aligned to each other at the don't-care positions of P . In Multi-SpaM, we are using the nucleotide substitution matrix below that has been proposed by Chiaromonte et al. [10] :
Multi-SpaM starts with generating a binary pattern P with user-defined length and weight w. By default, we use values = 110 and w = 10, i.e. by default the pattern has 10 match positions and 100 don't-care positions, but other values for and w can be chosen by the user. Given these parameters, P is calculated by running our previously developed software tool rasbhari [24] . As a basis for phylogeny reconstruction, we are using four-way alignments consisting of occurrences of the same spaced word with respect to P in four different sequences. We call such an alignment a quartet P -block or a P -block, for short. A P -block is thus a gap-free alignment of length where in the k-th column identical nucleotides are aligned if k is a match position in P , while mismatches are possible if k is a don't-care position, see Figure 2 for an example. Note that the number of such P -blocks can be very large: if there are n occurrences of a spaced-word w in n different sequences, then this gives rise to n 4 different P -blocks. Thus, instead of using all possible P -blocks, Multi-SpaM randomly samples a limited number of P -blocks to keep the program runtime under control.
Moreover, for phylogeny reconstruction, we want to use P -blocks that are likely to represent true homologies. Therefore, we introduce the following definition: a P -block -i.e. a set of four occurrences of the same spaced word w -is called a homologous P -block if it contains at least one occurrence [S i , p] of w such that all remaining three occurrences of w have positive scores when compared to [S i , p] . To sample a list of homologous P -blocks, we randomly select spaced-word occurrences with respect to P from the input sequences and their reverse complements. For each selected [S i , p], we then randomly select occurrences of the same spaced word from sequences S j = S i , until we have found three occurrences of w from three different sequences that all have positive scores with [S i , p].
To find spaced-word matches efficiently we first sort the list of all occurrences of spaced words with respect to P in lexicographic order. This way, we obtain a list of spaced-word occurrences where all occurrences of the same spaced word w are appearing as a contiguous block. Once we have sampled a homologous P -block as described, we remove the four occurrences of w from our list of spaced-word occurrences, so no two of the sampled P -blocks can contain the same occurrence of a spaced word. The algorithm continues to sample P -blocks until no further P -blocks can be found, or until a given number of P -blocks is reached. By default, Multi-SpaM uses a maximal number of M = 1, 000, 000 P -blocks, but this parameter can be adjusted by the user.
Quartet trees
For each of the sampled quartet P -blocks, we infer an unrooted tree topology. This most basic unrooted phylogenetic unit is called a quartet topology; there are three possible different quartet topologies for a set of four taxa. To identify the best of these three topologies, we use the Maximum Likelihood program RAxML [51] . We note that RAxML is a general MaximumLikelihood software, its use in our context is fairly degenerated, as we only use it to infer optimal quartet topologies. After having the optimal tree topology for each of the sampled quartet P-blocks, we need to amalgamate them into a single tree spanning the entire taxa set. This task is denoted the Supertree Task [6] and is known to be NP hard, even for the special case where the input is limited to quartets topologies, as in our case [52] . Nevertheless there are several heuristics for this task, with MRP [4, 41] the most popular. Here we chose to use Quartet MaxCut [47, 48] that proved to be faster and more accurate for this kind of input [2] . In brief, Quartet MaxCut partitions recursively the taxa set where each such partition corresponds to a split in the final tree. In each such recursive step, a graph over the taxa set is built where the set of quartets induces the edge set in that graph. The idea is to partition the vertex set (the taxa) such that the minimum quartets are violated. This is achieved by a semidefinite-programming-like algorithm that embeds the graph on the unit sphere and applies a random hyperplane through the sphere.
Implementation
To keep the runtime of our software manageable, we integrated the RAxML code directly into our program code. We parallelized our program with openmp [37] .
Test results
To evaluate Multi-SpaM, we applied it to both simulated and real sequence data and compared the resulting trees to reference trees. In phylogeny reconstruction, artificial benchmark data are often used since here, 'correct' reference trees are known. For the real-world sequence data that we used in our study, we had to rely on reference trees that are believed to reflect the true evolutionary history, or on trees calculated using traditional, alignmentbased methods that can be considered to be reasonably accurate. In our test runs, we used standard parameters for all methods, if such parameters were suggested by the respective program authors. The program kmacs that was one of the programs that we evaluated, has no default value for its only parameter, the number k of allowed mismatches in common substrings. Here, we chose a value of k = 4. While Multi-SpaM produces tree topologies without branch lengths, all other methods that we compared, produce distance matrices. To generate trees with these methods, we applied Neighbor-joining [45] to the distances produced by these methods. To compare the trees produced by the different alignment-free methods to the respective benchmark trees, we used the Robinson-Foulds (RF) metric [43] , a standard measure to compare how different two tree topologies are. Thus, the smaller the RF distances between reconstructed trees and the corresponding reference trees are, the better a method is. For the RF metric as well as for Neighbor-joining, we used the PHYLIP package [17] . As explained above, both FSWM and Multi-SpaM rely on binary patterns of match and don't care positions. The results of these programs therefore depend on the underlying patterns. Both programs use the software rasbhari [24] to calculate patterns. rasbhari uses a probabilistic algorithm, so different program runs usually return different patterns and, as a result, different program runs with FSWM and Multi-SpaM may produce slightly different distance estimates, even if the same parameter setting is used. To see how FSWM and Figure 5 : RF distances for three sets of simulated mammalian genomes. If no bar is shown, the RF distance is zero for the respective method and data set. E.g. the RF distance between the tree generated by kmacs for data set m1 and the reference tree is zero, i.e. here the reference tree topology was precisely reconstructed. Error bars for FSWM and Multi-SpaM are as in Figure 4 .
Multi-SpaM depend on the underlying binary patterns, we ran both program ten times on each data set. The figures in the Results section report the average RF-distance for each data set over the ten program runs. Error bars indicate the highest and lowest RF-distances, respectively.
Simulated Sequences
At first, we evaluated Multi-SpaM on datasets generated with the Artificial Life Framework (ALF) [13] . ALF starts by simulating an ancestral genome that includes a number of genes. According to a guide tree which is either provided by the user or randomly generated, ALF simulates speciation events and other evolutionary events such as substitutions, insertions and deletions for nucleotides as well as duplications and deletions of entire genes. A large number of parameters can be specified by the user for these events. We used parameter files that were used in a study by the authors of ALF [13] . This way, we generated six datasets, three with simulated bacterial genomes, and three with simulated mammalian genomes. We used the base parameter sets for each dataset and only slightly modified them to generate DNA sequences for roughly 1,000 genes per taxon which we then concatenated to full genomes. The size of the data set is around 10 mb each. As shown in Figure 4 , none of the tools that we evaluated were able to exactly reconstruct the reference tree topologies for the simulated bacterial genomes. In contrast, reference topologies for the simulated mammalian genomes could be reconstructed by some tools, although no method could reconstruct all three reference topologies exactly.
Real genomes
We also applied the programs that we evaluated to real genomes to see if the results are similar to our results on simulated genomes. Here, our first dataset were 29 E. coli/Shigella genomes which are commonly used as a benchmark dataset to evaluate alignment-free methods [26] . As a reference, we used a tree calculated with Maximum Likelihood, based on a mugsy alignment [1] . The dataset is 144 mb large and the average distance between two sequences in this set is about 0.0166 substitutions per sequence position. Next, we used a set of 32 Roseobacter genomes of 132 mb with a reference tree published by Newton et al. [35] ; here the distance between sequence pairs was 0.233 substitutions per position on average. As a third benchmark set, we used 19 Wolbachia genomes that have been analyzed by Gerth and Bleidorn [22] ; we used the phylogeny published in their paper as a reference. The total size of this sequence set is 25 mb, the average pairwise distance is 0.06 substitutions per position. The results of these three series of test runs are summarized in Figure 6 . On the E. coli / Shigella data set, our new approach was outperformed by three out of four competing methods that we evaluated. On the other two data sets, Roseobacter and Wolbachia, however, Multi-SpaM turned out to be the best performing method.
Finally, we applied our dataset to a much larger dataset of eukaryotic genomes. It consists of 14 plant genomes totalling 4.8 GB. Figure 7 shows the resulting trees. For this data set, we used a pattern with a weight of w = 12 instead of the default value w = 10, to keep the number of background spaced-word matches manageable. For a dataset of this size, the number of additional score calculations would increase the runtime unnecessarily if one would use the default weight of w = 10. As can be seen in Figure 7 , Multi-SpaM and FSWM produced fairly accurate trees for this data set, with only minor differences to the reference tree: Multi-SpaM misclassified Carica papaya, whereas FSWM failed to classify Brassica rapa correctly. None of the other alignment-free tools that we evaluated could produce a reasonable tree for this data set: andi returned a tree that is rather different to the reference tree, while kmacs and co-phylog could not finish the program runs in a reasonable timeframe.
As explained in the Method section, Multi-SpaM calculates an optimal tree topology for each of the sampled quartet P -blocks. Here, it can happen that no single best topology is found. In particular for closely related sequences, this happens for a large fraction of the sampled quartet P -blocks. For the E. coli/Shigella data set, for example, around 50% of the quartet blocks were inconclusive, i.e. RAxML could find no single best tree topology. We observed a similar result for a dataset of 13 Brucella genomes where the pairwise phylogenetic distances are even smaller than for the E. coli/Shigella data set, namely 0.0019 substitutions per site, on average. Here, roughly 80% of the blocks were inconclusive. For all other datasets, the fraction of inconclusive quartet P -blocks was negligible. For example, for the set of 14 plant genomes, only ∼ 250 out of the 1,000,000 sampled P -blocks were inconclusive. Table 1 shows the program runtime for Multi-SpaM, FSWM, kmacs, andi and co-phylog on the three real-world data sets in our program comparison. The test runs were done on a 5 x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-4850 with 2.00 GHz, a total of 40 threads (20 cores). For the largest data set in our study, the set of 14 plant genomes, the peak RAM usage was 76 GB for FSWM, 110 GB for andi and 142 GB for Multi-SpaM. In memory saving mode, the peak RAM usage of Multi-SpaM could be reduced to 10.5 GB, but this roughly doubles the program runtime. 
Program runtime and memory usage
Discussion
Standard methods for phylogeny reconstruction are computationally expensive, because they rely on multiple sequence alignments and on time-consuming probabilistic calculations. Moreover, the number of possible trees to be compared under optimality criteria such as likelihood and parsimony grows exponentially with the number of taxa/sequences [18] . In contrast, existing alignment-free phylogeny methods are distance based approaches. They are generally regarded to be less accurate than character-based approaches, but are orders of magnitudes faster. In this paper, we introduced a novel approach to phylogeny reconstruction called Multi-SpaM to combine the speed of alignment-free methods with the accuracy of Maximum Likelihood. To our knowledge, this is the first alignment-free approach that uses multiple sequence comparison and likelihood. Our test runs show that Multi-SpaM produces phylogenetic trees of high quality. It outperforms other alignment-free methods, in particular on sequence sets with large evolutionary distances. For closely related input sequences, such as different strains of the same bacterial species, however, our approach was sometimes outperformed by other alignment-free methods. As shown in Figure 6 , the programs andi, co-phylog and FSWM produce better results on a set of E. coli/Shigella genomes than Multi-SpaM. This may be due to our above mentioned observation that for many quartet P -blocks no single best tree topology can be found if the compared sequences are very similar to each other.
Calculating optimal tree topologies for the sampled quartet P -blocks is a relatively time-consuming step in Multi-SpaM. In fact, we observed that the program runtime is roughly proportional to the number of quartet blocks for which topologies are calculated. However, the maximal number of quartet blocks that are sampled is a user-defined parameter. By default we sample up to M = 1, 000, 000 quartet blocks; in our test runs the quality of the resulting trees could not significantly improved by increasing M . Consequently, our method is relatively fast on large data sets, where only a small fraction of the possible quartet-blocks is sampled. By contrast, on small data sets, MultiSpaM is slower than other alignment-free methods. To improve the runtime of our approach, we have parallelized our software to run on multiple cores; the runtimes in Table 1 are wall-clock runtimes. It should be straight-forward to adapt our software to be run on distributed systems, as has been done for other alignment-free approaches [8, 39] .
Apart from the maximum number of sampled quartet blocks, the only important parameters of our approach are the length and the weight -i.e. number of match positions -of the underlying binary pattern. For Multi-SpaM, we used similar default parameter values as in Filtered Spaced Word Matches (FSWM), namely a weight of w = 10 and a pattern length of = 110, i.e. our default patterns have 10 match positions and 100 don't-care positions. A large number of don't care positions is important in FSWM and Multi-SpaM as this makes it easier to distinguish homologous from random background spaced-word matches. Also, with a large number of don't-care positions, the number of inconclusive quartet P -blocks is reduced for sequences with a high degree of similarity. On the other hand, we found that the number of match positions has less impact on the performance of Multi-SpaM. On large data sets it is advisable to increase the weight of P since this reduces the fraction of background spaced-word matches, and therefore the number of spaced words for which their scores need to be calculated by the program. A higher weight, thus, reduces the program runtime. For the largest data set our study, the set of plant genomes, we increased the pattern weight from the default value of 10 to a value of 12 to keep the runtime of Multi-SpaM low.
Our current implementation uses the previously developed software Quartet MaxCut by Snir and Rao [47, 48] to calculate supertrees from quartet tree topologies. We are using this program since it is faster than other supertree approaches. As a result, the current version of Multi-SpaM generates tree topologies only, i.e. trees without branch lengths. We will investigate in the future, if our approach can be extended to calculate full phylogenetic trees with branch lengths, based on the same quartet M -blocks that we have used in the present study.
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